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What is this paper about?



Summary

● Theory covering numerous deep learning architectures

●  A natural step forward from Geometric Deep Learning

● Less about CT, more about application

● Exciting things ahead



Plan for today

I. What is Deep Learning?

II. Geometric Deep Learning

III. Categorical Deep Learning

IV. Next steps



What is Deep Learning?

I.



What is Deep Learning?

● Science and engineering of finding structure in unstructured 
data

● Iterative function optimisation from a input-output samples

● Requirement: differentiability







What’s been done so far?





Neural networks as parametric lenses…



… and supervised learning as its composite.





…where to now?

● Deep Learning is not just about backprop

● Key problem in deep learning:

● Designing the architecture of a neural network: structure of 
its forward pass



What’s wrong with the above picture?

● Image data contains spatial information (Width/height/color 
encoding) 

● By squashing it into a list, we erase information useful for 
learning

● Structure is useful for learning!







Images taken from these notes.

https://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~bkainz/teaching/DL/notes/equivariance.pdf




Structure enables learning

● We encode priors into architecture, specifying how weights 
are reused in multiple places: weight tying

● Weight tying reduces parameter count

● Enables learning, as a feature has to be only learned once



Network architectures can today be…

Recurrent Topological

Generative-Adversarial
Recursive

Autoregressive

Graph

Convolutional

Autoencoding



Networks today can be…



Huge.



GPT2

345 million



GPT3

175 billion



GPT4

1.73 trillion



GPT4

That’s >700GB of storage just for weights.



GPT4

It cost $63M dollars to train.



GPT4

Completely inscrutable.



How can we understand them?

● Numerous issues:

● Explainability

● Fairness

● Regulation

● Hallucinations

● There’s large scale deployment of these models in practice



The goal?

● Providing a language that can help us understand existing, 
and design new architectures

● What kind of logics/theories is neural network using in 
coming to its conclusions?

● Can we use any kind of structural theory for this?



Geometric Deep Learning

II.



Geometric Deep Learning



Geometric Deep Learning

● Studies stability of inputs under transformation



Architectures as equivariant maps

● Transformations we can do to an input datapoint = group 
actions

● Maps which preserve these actions = group action 
homomorphisms



A bit more formally

● Let G be a group, and consider a G-action on X, and a G-action 
on Y

● A map f:X->Y is G-equivariant if for all g:G and x:X it holds that



Group of…

● Translation

● Rotation

● Scaling

● Reflection

● Permutation

● …



How do we use this in neural networks?

● By instantiating the diagram in the appropriate category, 
such as FVect, we  can represent maps as matrices.

● Then the equation                                            gives rise to an 

equation between matrices, specifying a weight tying 
scheme. 



GDL covers a wide array of architectures

● Group convolutional neural networks

● Graph neural networks

● Topological neural networks

● …

● Generally, GDL has been a successful story



But…

Major flaw: 

only covers equivariance with respect to 
invertible operations



GDL cannot handle

● Recursion

● Transition functions of an automaton/dynamical system

● Aggregation step of a dynamic programming algorithm

● Programs which write to or read from external memory

● How do we bridge this formalism with data types, general 
algorithms, branching, and other concepts from CS?



More generally…

● How do we specify the kinds of reasoning networks use?

● We want networks to
○ Reason algorithmically
○ Form plans, and then execute them
○ Use (co)inductive reasoning

● … and do so in verifiable, and explainable ways.



Categorical Deep Learning

III.



In other words…



Equivariant maps       → Algebra homomorphisms 
for  the

group action monad

Group actions       → Algebras 
for the 

group action monad



In other words,



In other words,



In many ways, a trivial step

● But one which completely captures the idea of equivariance

● … and allows us to generalise in the right way:
○ Get rid of invertibility: G only needs to be a monoid for Gx- to be a monad
○ Capture more structured operations: We didn’t need a monad.



Endofunctors work too!

● Consider the endofunctor 1 + A x - : Set -> Set
○ The set List(A), together with the map 1 + A x List(A) -> List(A) is its algebra

● Consider the endofunctor A + (-)^2 : Set -> Set
○ The set BTree(A) of binary trees with A-labelled nodes, together with the 

map A + BTree(A)^2 -> BTree(A) is its algebra

● …



Folds as algebra homomorphisms - Lists

Here fᵣ is implemented by recursion on input, structural in nature:



Folds as algebra homomorphisms - Trees

Here fᵣ is implemented by recursion on input, structural in nature:



Coalgebras!

● We can dualise the entire story

● Take the endofunctor Ax-:Set -> Set
○ Stream(A) is its coalgebra, together with the map Stream(A)->AxStream(A)

● Take the endofunctor [I, O x -]: Set -> Set
○ The set of Mealy machines with inputs I and outputs O is its coalgebra



NN cells as (co)algebras of 2-endofunctors!



The 2-category Para

● Neural networks have nonlinearities, and we often need to 
explicitly track parameters

● In 2-category Para, objects are still sets, but a map A -> B is 
now a parametric function, a choice of (P, f), where f:PxA->B

● Morphisms are composed by chaining their computations



Weight sharing happens automatically!



Let’s recap

● Unified 2-dimensional categorical framework

● Capturing not only invertible group actions, but concepts 
from computer science such as trees, lists, automata, and 
general data types

● Allows us to talk about structural recursion in a principled 
manner



Future work

● Coalgebra to algebra morphisms model dynamic 
programming



Future work

● The prevalent paradigm of machine learning is that we bake 
in priors ourselves into neural networks

● The Transformer architecture, specifically, the Attention 
mechanism challenges this assumption



Learning equivariance



We can some equivariances, but not others



Interested in this? We’re hiring.

●                                           - new startup developing foundational                                                         

                                            models for structured reasoning, at scale

● Raised $31M funding round

● Opening up offices in London, soon AUS

● Check out our job descriptions!

https://jobs.gusto.com/boards/-67195a74-31b4-4052-ba18-e859d461808c







